
 

Job Description 

Job Title: 
Data Analyst in Asset management and 
Machine Learning (KTP Associate) 

 
 

Department: 
School of Computing, Engineering and 
Physical Sciences 
UWS in partnership with IMRANDD 
Limited 

Location: 
IMRANDD Ltd 
Banchory Business Center, Burn O'Bennie Road 
Aberdeen AB31 5ZU 

 

Reporting To:  
The KTP Associate will work under the direction of the Knowledge Base Supervisor at UWS – 
Professor Naeem Ramzan and the Company Supervisor (Mr Innes Auchterlonie).  

 

Dimensions: 
IMRANDD is a business focused multidiscipline group of engineers and oil and gas 
professionals with broad experience in the management of upstream oil & gas assets. They 
have extensive background in asset integrity management and can provide specialist 
engineering support and solutions for fixed and floating offshore structures, marine systems 
and pressure systems. 
 
IMRANDD is looking to become the #1 independent provider of asset integrity assessment and 
management consulting services within the Oil and Gas Sector. Central to this ambition is the 
creation of strategic differentiation through the introduction of disruptive technologies around 
data analytics, deep learning and automation, particularly with regard to risk analysis. 
  
We wish to recruit a post-graduate in Computer Science/Software Engineering/Information 
Technology or with a relevant degree involving a significant amount of software development. 
The successful applicant will need a proven interest in machine learning and natural Language 
processing (NLP) along with a sound knowledge of the C/C++/Python programming language. 
You will help us with the development of the company’s revolutionary new in-house analytics 
software. This involves inventing novel methods for media search and retrieval, data mining 
and data analysis using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. You will also help to 
enhance the software to be used in the distributed environments. Since we are pioneers in the 
field, you will help us discover and apply innovative approaches to our existing technology. You 
should possess excellent communication and interpersonal skills, as well as the ability to work 
independently and as part of a high-performance team, collaborating with colleagues and 
sharing expertise. 
 
The KTP Associate will be working as part of IMRANDD’s research projects in collaboration 
with Professor Naeem Ramzan of UWS, Academic Support (Dr Z Pervez) and the Company 
Supervisor (Mr Innes Auchterlonie) combining IMRANDD’s experience with academic team’s 
NLP and machine learning knowledge to deliver new disruptive technologies around data 
analytics, deep learning and automation, particularly with regard to risk analysis.. This will lead 
to a variety of research, publication, conference presentation opportunities for the KTP 
Associate as well as the possibility of progressing into a full commercial project. 
 
Additional internationally recognised academic support will be provided by a close community 
of industry-focused inter-disciplinary research groups (AVCN and AHCSE) and the successful 
applicant should exhibit entrepreneurial flair, and proactively communicate with researchers 
throughout the University. 
 

 



 

 

Key Result Areas: 
Strategic assessment of current organisational position 
The KTP Associate is expected to start by working with IMRANDD Limited to look at the 
technical challenges and business opportunities in IMRANDD’s application. This work will lead 
to exploration into potential research areas for the project. 
 
Technical Review and Design Specification  
KTP associate, supported by the academic team and IMRANDD Limited’s team will produce 
an analysis of approaches and technologies relevant for the project as well as a project plan to 
deliver a prototype demonstration. 
 
Asset integrity management (AIM) framework development  
The KTP Associate will mostly develop an end to end IMRANDD’s Asset integrity management 
(AIM) framework on the basis of deep learning techniques. This work will be supported by 
IMRANDD’s expert as well as UWS’s machine learning and NLP expertise. 
 
Automated Risk Analysis Framework Development 
The KTP associate will develop the framework for automated risk analysis. It builds on the 
outputs, intelligence and insights created in AIM framework to create an automated risk 
analysis platform to streamline and enhance IMRANDD’s asset integrity management 
consultancy services. 
 
Integration and final demonstration 
IMRANDD AIM framework with smart, self-learning risk analysis features integrated, tested 
and make it ready to go live 

 

Planning & Organising: 
The KTP Associate will work under the direction of the Knowledge Base Supervisor (Professor 
Naeem Ramzan), Academic Support (Dr Z Pervez) and the Company Supervisor (Mr Innes 
Auchterlonie). The post holder will be responsible for planning aspects of their work and will be 
responsible for producing progress reports for the four-monthly Local Management Committee 
(LMC) Meetings.  

Decision Making 

 Be proactive and contribute to decisions regarding the viability of various 
business/technical solutions to support the project deliverables. 

 Identify solutions that are appropriate to the project deliverables. 

Framework and Boundaries 

 Authority to plan, organise and progress their own work to realise project objectives and 
targets.  

 Act in an advisory capacity on technology opportunities for the organisation. 

 

Working Relationships: 
The Associate will be required to regularly liaise with key representatives from the University 
and IMRANDD, and with the clients and partners of IMRANDD, as required. 

 



 

 

Person Specification 

Department: 
School of Computing, Engineering and 
Physical Sciences 

Job Title:  
Data Analyst in Asset management and Machine 
Learning 

 

Education/Qualifications/Training:   
 
Educated to post graduate level in Computer Science/Software Engineering/Information 
Technology or a relevant degree that combines aspects of software development 

 

Experience: 
 
Essential 

 Previous experience of software development in C/C++, Python or Matlab 

 Familiarity with Natural Language Processing, Artificial neural network, deep learning, 
Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Vision processing. 

 
Desirable 

 Familiarity with Natural Language Processing, Artificial neural network, deep learning, 
Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Vision processing. 

 Familiarity with machine learning techniques  

 Familiarity with asset management 

 Practical ‘hand-on’ experience in hardware acceleration techniques 

 Experience of test-driven development, or agile software development 

 

Skills/Knowledge/Understanding:   
 
Essential 

 Sound knowledge of programming language C/C++, Python 

 Cloud computing 

 Ability to analyse, design and develop information retrieval solutions within a dynamic 
business/academic environment; 

 Experience of systems integration challenges and approaches 

 Good project management skills  

 Organisational skills with the ability to plan under own initiative and to work to deadlines 

 Good communication and interpersonal skills including report writing  

 Ability to collaborate with colleagues and sharing expertise. 

 Strong analytical and numerical skills 

 Ability to understand and process data 
 

Desirable 

 Good knowledge and understanding of data analysis and visualisation. 

 An understanding of database management systems such as MySQL, MariaDB. 

 A good understanding of internet protocols and provisioning of servers, TCIP/IP, DNS, etc. 

 Experience with Email Delivery systems and other cloud service API’s would help but is not 
a must. 

 Comfortable with version control tools like Git, GitLab 

 



 

Personal Attributes:   

 Genuine interest in computer systems design and development. 

 Enthusiasm to learn and explore new technical opportunities. 

 Strong work ethic 

 Positive and proactive approach 

 
 


